
PAIR DICTATION (WORKSHEETS): 

Student A 

          THE LONDON EYE             
 

This unique building is in London, next to the River Thames. It is an enormous wheel. 
It looks like a giant bicycle wheel or a big eye.  
 
It is made of glass and steel. It has got LED lighting.  
 
It is 135 metres high. Its diameter is 120 metres. It has got 32 capsules. Each capsule 
can carry 25 people.  
 
It was built in 2000 to celebrate the Millennium.  
 
It never stops moving, but it moves very slowly. Visitors travel in the capsules on the 
wheel and turn 360 º for 30 minutes. When the weather is good, you can see the 
incredible views of London: the river Thames, Big Ben, Buckingham palace and London 
zoo. 
 
It is the most popular tourist attraction in the United Kingdom. It has got 335 million 
visitors every year.  
 

Student B 
PETRONAS TOWERS 

 
This unique building is in Kuala Lumpur, __________. Petronas Towers are twin 
____________. They are two ______________. They look like two silver rockets.  
 
It is made of concrete, __________ and steel. 
 
It is 452 meters _________. 
 
They were the tallest ______________ in the world from 1998 to ________.  
 
It has got 88 _________, 80 _______ (40 per tower) and 32000 __________. A sky 
__________ connects the ________ towers (41st to 42nd _______). There are 
commercial _________, 270 shops and 183 __________.  
There is a concert __________ for 240 people. 
There is an underwater __________ and an art ________. 
 
It is one of the most ____________ tourist attractions in Asia.  
 



 

Student B 

    PETRONAS TOWERS       
 

This unique building is in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Petronas Towers are twin towers. 
They are two skyscrapers. They look like two silver rockets.  
 
It is made of concrete, glass and steel. 
 
It is 452 meters tall. 
 
They were the tallest buildings in the world from 1998 to 2004.  
 
It has got 88 floors, 80 lifts (40 per tower) and 32000 windows. A sky bridge connects 
the two towers (41st to 42nd floor). There are commercial offices, 270 shops and 183 
toilets.  
There is a concert hall for 240 people. 
There is an underwater aquarium and an art gallery. 
 
It is one of the most popular tourist attractions in Asia.  
 

Student A 
THE LONDON EYE 

 
This unique building is in __________, next to the _______ Thames. It is an enormous 
wheel. It looks like a giant _________ wheel or a big _______.  
 
It is made of _______ and steel. It has got LED lighting.  
 
It is 135 metres _________. Its diameter is 120 ________. It has got 32 
____________. Each capsule can carry 25 __________.  
 
It was built in 2000 to ___________ the Millennium.  
 
It never stops moving, but it _________ very slowly. Visitors travel in the ________  
on the wheel and turn 360 º for 30 __________. When the _________ is good, you 
can see the incredible ________ of London: the river Thames, _______, Buckingham 
palace and London _________. 
 
It is the most popular __________ attraction in the United Kingdom. It has got 335 
million ___________ every year.  
 


